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DIVINE PROPORTION 

 
 

As Above, So Below 
 
 

Ark of the Covenant in Heaven 
THRONE OF YHVH 

JESUS CHRIST 
I AM the Light of the World 

 
 

The purpose of this illustration is to suggest that the Solar System is constructed to that of the Proportions of the Human Body Form. Moreover, it is stipulated that the male Body Form is the ‘Universal Template’ from which all Created Things and Beginnings are Patterned after. Supremely, this ‘Male Body Form’ is that of ‘Christ’. This is not 
in regard to the New Age Notion of the ‘Universal Christ’ or ‘Christ Consciousness’ but that of GOD the SON, who to one a Human Male Body Form and become Mortal to Redeem the Fallen Race of Adam and Eve. Such Humans were special, out of all other Created Beings in that Humans were made in the ‘Likeness and Image’ of the Creator, 
YHVH. Nonetheless, if one superimposes the male human body form as in the Vitruvian Man, it would appear that the various Planets in the Solar System correspond to specific Nodes in the Male Human Chakra Points of the Body. The Planets also follow the Color Light Spectrum of Frequency and Resonance that does also appear to match 
their Color Scheme, in general. This would stand to reason as the Bible depicts a Rainbow that Encircles the Throne of YHVH. This study also suggests that if one Superimposes the Ark of the Covenant Pattern with such a ‘Body Form’ and Planets of the Solar System, a very interesting correlation occurs. The Feet of the ‘Vitruvian Man’ span 

the approximate Length of the Ark ‘Box’ in terms of Length. The ‘Chakra Points’ would commence at the Mercy Seat. A ‘Square’ and ‘Circle’ encompasses the Vitruvian Man Pattern and composes the entire Ark of the Covenant. The Hand expanses appear to be correlated to the ‘Head’ of the 2 corresponding Cherub on each side.  

The study also considered the Notion of a Celestial ‘Ark of the Covenant’ Pattern if one 
Superimposed the Constellation of Orion. It is such that Orion is considered the ‘Christ’ 
Redeemer and Guardian of the Galaxy, etc. Likewise, the Human Proportion of the ‘Body 

Form’ is amazingly corresponding to the Length of the Ark ‘Box’ to the expanse of the 
Cherub’s Wings that are thus in Phi Ratio. It is also very interesting that the Exquisite 

Alignment of the Orion Belt Stars converse at the Border where the Mercy Seat is fixed. 
Also the corresponding spot of where the Orion Nebula would be situated is directly 

Dead-Center of the Ark Box from a Front View Perspective.  
 

The Ark of the Covenant is a Mirror of the Microcosm of YHVH. One can ask, what does 
‘GOD’ look like and how can He be described? With such Mathematical Notions and 

Patterns, one can truly say that ‘GOD is like the Phi Ratio’. He thus, can be Determined 
to this extent of a Dimension and Proportion. ‘GOD’ is like the Fibonacci Sequence of 

Numbers. ‘GOD’ is Mathematics. As all this is a Reflection of the Glory of YHVH, it would 
stand to reason that the ‘Signature of YHVH’ can thus be found as the common thread 
‘Blueprint’ that carries this Divine Proportion in All Things Created by YHVH through 

Jesus, for Jesus and by Jesus, etc. 

ORION 
The Gate Keeper of Heaven 

VITRUVIAN MAN 
Ark of the Covenant Pattern CHAKRA 

Planetary Pattern  


